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Abstract

Several alterations of orgasmic function that occur after radical prostatectomy (RP) have
never been assessed in robot-assisted RP (RARP) series. We sought to assess the
prevalence and predictors of recovery from orgasm-associated incontinence (climac-
turia) and painful orgasm (PO) after RARP and open RP (ORP). Following surgery,
sexually active patients who had undergone either RARP or ORP prospectively complet-
ed a 28-item questionnaire including sensitive issues regarding sexual function (eg,
climacturia and PO). Rates of postoperative climacturia and PO were compared for RARP
and ORP patients. Kaplan-Meier analysis was applied to assess estimated rates of
recovery from either climacturia or PO after both procedures. Cox regression models
tested predictors of recovery from those conditions. Overall, 221 (29.5%) of 749 patients
reported climacturia, without differences between RARP and ORP. Conversely, PO was
significantly more frequently reported after ORP than after RARP (46 [11.6%] vs 25 [7.1%]
patients, respectively; p = 0.04). At Kaplan-Meier analysis, recovery from climacturia over
time was faster and greater after RARP than after ORP (8.5% vs 5%, respectively, at 24-mo
assessment and 48% vs 15%, respectively, at 84-mo assessment; p < 0.01). Conversely, no
differences were found between groups in terms of postoperative recovery from PO. At
multivariable analysis, only RARP achieved independent predictor status for recovery from
climacturia after adjusting for other functional outcomes. Conversely, no variables were
significantly associated with recovery from postoperative PO.
Patient summary: Orgasmic modifications such as climacturia and painful orgasm (PO)
are frequently reported after radical prostatectomy. Robotic surgery was associated with
a lower rate of postoperative PO and with greater and faster recovery from climacturia.
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Patients who have undergone radical prostatectomy (RP)

for organ-confined prostate cancer (PCa) may experience

postoperative functional impairments, in addition to

urinary incontinence (UI) and erectile dysfunction (ED),

that have been reported in the literature as ‘‘neglected side
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eururo.2015.10.046
0302-2838/# 2015 European Association of Urology. Published by Elsevier
effects’’ [1,2]. Of those, orgasmic function (OF) impairment,

including painful orgasm (PO; defined as a painful sensation

occurring at the time of orgasm [1–3]) and climacturia

(defined as leakage of urine occurring at orgasm [1,2]), is the

most frequently reported in a number of RP series [1–5].
B.V. All rights reserved.
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To our knowledge, all data regarding postoperative

neglected side effects come from open surgery series,

although minimally invasive procedures like robot-assisted

radical prostatectomy (RARP) are displacing open RP (ORP)

as the gold standard surgical approach [6]. We sought (1) to

assess the rates and predictors of climacturia and PO in

patients who underwent either ORP or RARP and (2) to

analyse any potential intergroup difference in terms of

postoperative recovery from both sexual dysfunctions.

In this context, data were prospectively collected from

1023 consecutive patients submitted to either ORP or RARP

at a single tertiary referral centre between January 2003 and

October 2013. Patients were included if they self-reported

as sexually active preoperatively, with normal erectile

function (EF) and full urinary continence (UC; defined as no

pad use at baseline). After surgery, patients were evaluated

in a clinical setting every 3 mo in the first year and every

6 mo thereafter. Over the follow-up period, all patients were

invited to complete a nonvalidated 28-item questionnaire

with closed questions about sensitive issues regarding

sexual function, including specific items on (1) orgasmic

function, (2) climacturia, (3) orgasm-related pain, and

(4) morphometric characteristics of the penis. For the

specific purpose of the study, climacturia was defined as a

urinary leakage occurring during orgasm, and PO was

defined as a painful sensation occurring at any site at the

time of or immediately following orgasm [1]. Patients

submitted to either salvage or adjuvant therapies after

surgery (n = 207; 20.2%); those who refused to complete the

questionnaire (n = 67; 6.55%) were excluded from the study.

Kaplan-Meier curves were applied to assess the impact of

surgical technique on recovery from climacturia and PO

over time. Univariable and multivariable Cox regression

analyses were used to assess the association between

predictors and the recovery from either climacturia or PO

over time. Comprehensive details of the study methods can

be found in Supplement 1.

Overall, 395 patients (52.7%) treated with ORP and

354 patients (47.3%) treated with RARP were included in the

analyses (Supplementary Table 1). The groups did not differ

in terms of baseline characteristics and postoperative

pathologic variables (all p > 0.05). Moreover, 221 patients

(29.5%) reported postoperative climacturia, with similar

proportions in both groups (p = 0.1) (Supplementary

Table 1). A total of 71 patients (9.5%) reported postoperative

PO, with greater prevalence in ORP versus RARP patients

(p = 0.04). PO was most frequently reported at the level of

the penile shaft, followed by the suprapubic area (Supple-

mentary Table 2). Climacturia was reported as occurring at

every orgasm by 42 patients (19%) or more than half of the

time by 31 patients (14.1%) (Supplementary Table 2). Self-

reported volume of orgasm-associated urine leakage was

�5 ml in 85.2% of the patients (Supplementary Table 3).

Figure 1a shows estimated rates of recovery from

climacturia over time, according to both surgical techni-

ques; RARP patients recovered from climacturia signifi-

cantly faster than ORP patients (p < 0.01). At multivariable

Cox regression analysis, only RARP achieved independent

predictor status for recovery from climacturia, after
adjusting for age at surgery, nerve-sparing status, EF

recovery, and UC recovery (Table 1).

No significant differences were found in terms of

estimated rates of recovery from PO over time between

groups (p = 0.3) (Fig. 1b). No significant predictors emerged

as associated with recovery from postoperative PO

(Table 1).

Although postoperative UI and EF impairment have been

widely evaluated in several RP series, postoperative OF

impairment has been scantly analysed, almost exclusively

in ORP series [1–4]. In this regard, climacturia is a

postoperative complication affecting OF that may eventu-

ally become quite bothersome for the patient, causing

embarrassment, avoidance of sexual activity, and relation-

ship problems between partners [4]. The exact rate of

climacturia after RP is unknown, with reported rates after

surgeries ranging between 20% and 93% [1,2,4,5]. We found

that 29.5% of patients self-reported climacturia, confirming

previous data. Rates of climacturia were comparable

between groups.

UI has been previously associated with the occurrence of

climacturia after surgery [7,8] and radiation therapy

[8]. These investigations assessed the prevalence of

postoperative climacturia in a non–time-dependent fash-

ion. Previous data, however, showed a decreasing preva-

lence of climacturia at different times after surgery

[5]. Consequently, we studied rates of recovery from

climacturia over time and found higher rates of recovery

after RARP than after ORP. Only robotic surgery achieved

independent predictor status for this recovery after

accounting for age at surgery, body mass index, nerve-

sparing status, and both UC and EF recovery rates.

As for PO, previous studies have reported 14% of patients

complaining of orgasm-associated pain after RP [1–3]; our

findings showed a self-reported PO rate of 9.5%, with a

significantly higher prevalence of PO after ORP than after

RARP. Recovery rates of 10% and 30% were reported 12 and

60 mo postoperatively, respectively. No significant pre-

dictors of recovery from PO over time have been found,

although both UI and EF impairment have been previously

associated with orgasmic alterations after surgery

[4,7,8]. We believe that the reasons for these findings need

to be pursued in the pathophysiology of both climacturia

and PO. To the best of our knowledge, only one study has

assessed potential pathophysiology pathways behind cli-

macturia, showing that patients with climacturia had

significantly shorter functional urethral length compared

with controls [9]. Moreover, it has been suggested that

surgical damage to the bladder neck and the sympathetic

nerves may eventually promote alteration of the ejaculatory

physiology [2]; although this is not the case after RP, the

underlying functional pathway remains a potential partial

explanation of the phenomenon. Similarly, PO has been

associated with a spasm of the bladder neck at the site of

vesicourethral anastomosis. In this context, significant

amelioration of postoperative PO was observed in a series

of patients treated with tamsulosin after RP [10]; however,

this was not the case for our patients, who had not been

treated with any a-blocker. To date, we can only speculate
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Fig. 1 – (a) Kaplan-Meier curves predicting recovery from climacturia (ai) in the overall population and (aii) within treatment groups. The log-rank test
indicates the statistically significant difference across each group (p < 0.01). (b) Kaplan-Meier curves predicting recovery from painful orgasm (bi) in the
overall population and (bii) within treatment groups. The log-rank test indicates a non–statistically significant difference across each group (p = 0.3).
ORP = open radical prostatectomy; PO = painful orgasm; RARP = robot-assisted radical prostatectomy.
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that the robotic approach, with a precise surgical technique

that allows careful preservation of the bladder neck and

longer urethral length and that lacks potential disturbance

of the levator ani muscle, may decrease the risk of

postoperative PO, with concomitant faster recovery from

climacturia.
Our study is not devoid of limitations. First, although

postoperative functional outcomes data were collected

prospectively, surgical treatment selection (eg, ORP vs

RARP) was not prospectively randomised, leading to a

potential selection bias and partially undermining the value

of these findings, even though baseline characteristics of



Table 1 – Cox regression analysis assessing predictors of climacturia and painful orgasm after surgery

Recovery from climacturia Recovery from PO

UVA, HR (95% CI);
p value

MVA, HR (95% CI);
p value

UVA, HR (95% CI);
p value

MVA, HR (95% CI);
p value

Age at surgery 0.97 (0.92–1.02); 0.28 0.97 (0.92–1.02); 0.35 1.01 (0.95–1.08); 0.69 1.07 (0.98–1.16); 0.98

BMI 0.99 (0.88–1.11); 0.94 1.03 (0.92–1.16); 0.55 0.98 (0.83–1.17); 0.89 0.99 (0.82–1.19); 0.94

EF recovery, yes vs no 1.05 (0.56–1.98); 0.86 0.58 (0.26–1.29); 0.18 1.90 (0.83–4.33); 0.12 2.50 (0.88–7.12); 0.08

UC recovery, yes vs no 1.41 (0.68–2.92); 0.35 1.31 (0.60–2.87); 0.48 0.91 (0.36–2.32); 0.85 0.96 (0.29–3.13); 0.96

Type of surgery,

ORP vs RARP

4.01 (2.02–7.97); <0.01 4.86 (2.21–10.7); <0.01 1.48 (0.61–3.54); 0.37 0.99 (0.53–5.04); 0.39

Nerve sparing

None vs unilateral 2.31 (0.81–9.12); 0.97 2.1 (0.62–7.1); 0.97 1.81 (0.21–15.1); 0.96 2.4 (0.23–25.1); 0.96

None vs bilateral 2.71 (0.83–8.82); 0.09 1.81 (0.53–6.21); 0.34 1.90 (0.25–14.3); 0.53 2.31 (0.51–23.2); 0.49

BMI = body mass index; CI = confidence interval; EF = erectile function; HR = hazard ratio; MVA = multivariable analysis; ORP = open radical prostatectomy;

PO = painful orgasm; RARP = robot-assisted radical prostatectomy; UC = urinary continence; UVA = univariable analysis.
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both groups were comparable. Second, our analyses did not

take into account data regarding postoperative medica-

tions, such as proerectile compounds, that could have

modified both study outcomes; however, neither EF nor

continence recovery was significantly associated with

either climacturia or PO.

Overall, we reported novel evidence regarding rates of

climacturia and PO after RARP per se and in comparison

with an ORP group. Current findings suggest that

postoperative climacturia affects almost 1 in 3 patients

and that PO affects 1 in 10 men after surgery. Despite this

significant prevalence, recovery from both conditions

is possible even several months following surgery. A

significant advantage in terms of a lower prevalence of PO

and greater and faster recovery from climacturia was

observed in men treated with RARP compared with those

who underwent OPR.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.

eururo.2015.10.046.
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